
NXMRD AssemblyInstructions

STEP 1 

Included in the M-Series vent unit with 

radiation damper are three pieces: 

1) the M-series unit

2) the radiation damper with sleeve

3) the grille

STEP 3 

STEP 2 

On two sides of the radiation damper sleeve are holes near the 

bottom of the damper sleeve. These holes will line up with 

matching holes on the top of the vent unit. 

Attach the radiation damper to the vent 

unit by putting a screw through the holes 

that line up on the bottom of the damper 

sleeve with the holes that match up on the 

vent unit. 

STEP 4 

Once the vent unit with radiation damper has been assembled 

and installed, attach the grille to the installed unit via the springs 

and spring holes in the radiation damper. 



Step 1 

NXMLRD ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

Included in the M-Series vent 

unit with light and radiation 

damper are three pieces: 

1) M-Series unit

2) Radiation damper with sleeve

3) Grille with light

On two sides of the radiation damper sleeve are 

holes near the bottom of the damper sleeve. These 

holes will line up with matching holes on the top of 

the vent unit. Connect the units with the two screws 

provided. 

Step 4 

Step 2 

Refer to M-Series Installation Manual for 

instructions on wiring and installing the unit into 

your location. 

Step 3 

Connect the wire from the bottom of the radiation 

damper to the right plug in the vent unit.The motor 

wires connect to the left plug. 

Connect plug from grille to plug coming from top of the 

radiation damper. Depending on the installation, you 

can either connect the grille kit at this time or install the 

radiation damper/M-series unit and connect grille kit 

later. Connect the grille kit with the screw provided to 

the brace mounted in the radiation damper. 

Installation is now complete. 
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